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HIGHLIGHTS OF PARIS CONVENTION 

FOR THE PROTECTION OF INDUSTRIAL 

PROPERTY. 
 

( I ) MEANING  AND  CONCEPT  OF   INTELLECTUAL  

PROPERTY RIGHTS   (I.P.R. )  : 
 

  Intellectual property (IP) is a legal concept which refers to creations 

of the mind for which exclusive rightsare recognized. Under intellectual property 

law, owners are granted certain exclusive rights to a variety of intangible assets, such 

as musical, literary, and artistic works; discoveries and inventions; and words, 

phrases, symbols, and designs. Common types of intellectual property rights include 

copyright, trademarks, patents,industrial design rights, trade dress, and in some 

jurisdictions trade secrets. 

  Although many of the legal principles governing intellectual property 

rights have evolved over centuries, it was not until the 19th century that the term 

intellectual property began to be used, and not until the late 20th century that it 

became common  place in the majority of the world. 

 ( II ) OBJECTIVES  OF   INTELLECTUAL   PROPERTY   RIGHTS  : 

  The stated objective of most intellectual property law (with the 

exception of trademarks) is to "Promote progress." By exchanging limited exclusive 

rights for disclosure of inventions and creative works, society and the 

patentee/copyright owner mutually benefit, and an incentive is created for inventors 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exclusive_right
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intangible_asset
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Copyright
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trademark
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patent
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Industrial_design_right
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trade_dress
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trade_secret
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and authors to create and disclose their work. Some commentators have noted that 

the objective of intellectual property legislators and those who support its 

implementation appears to be "absolute protection." "If some intellectual property is 

desirable because it encourages innovation, they reason, more is better. The thinking 

is that creators will not have sufficient incentive to invent unless they are legally 

entitled to capture the full social value of their inventions." This absolute protection 

or full value view treats intellectual property as another type of 'real' property, 

typically adopting its law and rhetoric. Other recent developments in intellectual 

property law, such as the America Invents Act, stress international harmonization.  

 

( III ) PARIS  CONVENTION : AN  BRIEF  

INTRODUCTION . 
  The Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property is one 

of the first, and arguably most important, of the various multilateral treaties 

protecting intellectual property. It addresses patent, marks, unfair competition 

whether or not implicating marks, and related industrial property of industrial 

designs, utility models, geographical indications, trade names, possibly trade secrets 

within the context of unfair competition, but not copyright. The convention secures 

for nationals, those domiciled and those having a real and effective industrial 

establishment within a country party to the Convention, the important procedural 

advantages of national treatment and -priority rights in respect of patents and 

trademarks. The Convention for the most part neither defines the rights it purports to 

protect nor guarantees any minimum level of protection for these rights. The scope 

and quality of the protection member nations are obligated to provide under the 

Convention are, in most instances, left to domestic legislation and tribunals to 

develop and define. While the enumerated protections serve primarily industrial 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/America_Invents_Act
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interests, the Convention allows the party states to retain some protectionist 

legislation, in the form of limited working requirements and compulsory licenses. 

The lack of provisions defining minimum substantive rights and mandating 

enforcement of those rights is thought to be justification for the agreement on Trade 

Related aspects of Intellectual Property Rights  ( “TRIPS” ), a multilateral treaty that 

seeks to address these observed shortcomings.1 

 

( IV ) HISTORICAL   BACKGROUND : 
  The impetus of Paris convention appears to be two fold: to avoid the 

unwanted loss of eligibility for patent protection through publication of patent 

applications and participation in international exhibitions in advance of filing 

national patent applications and participation in international exhibitions in advance 

of filing national patent applications; and a desire that the diverse patent laws of 

nations be harmonized to some degree.2 

  Before the existence of any international convention in the field of 

industrial property it was very difficult to obtain protection for industrial property 

rights in various countries of the world because the laws were very different. 

Moreover, patent applications had to be made roughly at the same time in all 

countries in order to avoid a publication in one country destroying the novelty of the 

invention in the other countries. These practical problems created a strong desire to 

overcome such difficulties. 

  During the second half of the last century, more and more countries 

developed a system for the protection of inventions. This was the result of the 

development of more internationally oriented flow of technology and to increase of 

                                                 
1 Guide to the application of the Paris Convention for the protection of Industrial property as 

Revised at Stockholm in 1967, G.H.C. Bodenhausen. 
2 Commentary on the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property by Seth M. Reiss . 
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international trade, which made such harmonization urgent in both the patent and the 

trademark field. 

  The lack of inadequate protection resulted into unwillingness of the 

participation of the foreign visitors in the exhibition due to the fact that their 

inventions were not legally protected. This became more apparent when the 

government of the Empire of Austria – Hungary invited foreign countries to 

participate in an international exhibition of inventions held in 1873 at Vienna. 

  This led to two developments: firstly, a special Austrian law secured 

temporary protection to all foreigners participating in the exhibition for their 

inventions, trademarks and industrial designs. Secondly, the Congress of Vienna for 

Patent Reform was convened during the same year 1873.3 

  An International Conference was held in Paris in the year 1880. That 

conference adopted a draft convention which contained in essence those substantive 

provisions which are still today the main features of the Paris Convention. 

  A new diplomatic conference was convened in Paris in 1883, which 

ended with final approval and signature of the Paris Convention for the protection of 

Industrial Property and was signed by 11 states. At the end of the 19th century, the 

number of members rose upto 19 and after World War II the Paris Convention 

increased its membership more significantly. 

  The Paris Convention has been revised from time to time after its 

signature in 1883. Each of the revision conferences, starting with the Brussels 

Conference in 1900, ended with the adoption of a revised Act of the Paris 

Convention. With the exception of the acts concluded at the revision conferences of 

Brussels and Washington, which are no longer in force, all those earlier Acts are still 

of significance, although the great majority of the countries are now party to the 

latest Act, that of Stockholm of 1967. 

                                                 
3 Intellectual Property : Patents, Copyrights and Allied  Rights by W.R. Cornish . 
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( V ) PARIS  CONVENTION  FOR  THE  PROTECTION  

OF  INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY 4 : 

 

  The Paris Convention is an international convention for promoting 

trade among the member countries, devised to facilitate protection of industrial 

property simultaneously in the member countries without any loss in the priority 

date. All the member countries provide national treatment to all the applications from 

the other member countries for protection of industrial property rights. The 

convention was first signed in 1883. Since then the Convention has been revised 

several times; in 1900 at Brussels, in 1911 at Washington, in 1925 at the Hague, in 

1934 at London, in 1958 at Lisbon and in 1967 at Stockholm. The last amendment 

took place in 1979. India became a member of the Paris Convention on December 7, 

1998.  

  The Paris  Convention  applies  to  industrial  property  in  the  widest  

sense,  including  patents , trademarks , industrial  designs , utility  models ( a  kind  

of  “small –scale  patent” provided for by the laws of some countries ), service marks, 

trade names ( designations under which an industrial or commercial activity is carried  

out ), geographical indications ( indications of source and appellations of origin) and 

repression of unfair competition. It  is one of the Intellectual Property Treaties 

administered by World Intellectual Property Organization.  

 

 

                                                 
4 Official English title. Entry into force: April 26 or May 19, 1970. 
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( VI ) THE PARIS CONVENTION APPLIES TO THE PROTECTION OF 

INDUSTRIAL  PROPERTY  AND  INCLUDES  : 

 Patents and utility models for 12 months; 

 Utility models - not available in India; 

 Industrial designs for 6 months; 

 Trademarks , service marks and trade names for 6 months; 

 Indication of source or appellations of origin (this is same as the geographical 

indications adopted in TRIPS). 

 

( VII )  PRINCIPAL PROVISIONS 

The provisions of the Paris Convention may be sub-divided into four main 

categories: 

- First category contains rules of substantive law which guarantee a basic right 

known as the right to national treatment in each of the member countries; 

- Second category establishes another basic right known as the right of priority; 

-Third category defines a certain number of common rules in the field of substantive 

law which contain either rules establishing rights and obligations of natural persons 

and legal entities, or rules requiring or permitting the member countries to enact 

legislation following those rules; 

- Fourth category deals with the administrative framework which has been set up to 

implement the Convention, and includes the final clauses of the Convention. 

 

( a )  NATIONAL   TREATMENT  
  National treatment means that, as regards the protection of industrial 

property, each country party to the Paris Convention must grant the same protection 

to nationals of the other member countries as it grants to its own nationals. The 

relevant provisions are contained in Articles 2 and 3 of the Convention. 
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  The same national treatment must be granted to nationals of countries 

which are not party to the Paris Convention if they are domiciled in a member 

country or if they have a “real and effective” industrial or commercial establishment 

in such a country. However, no requirement as to domicile or establishment in the 

country where protection is claimed may be imposed upon nationals of member 

countries as a condition for benefiting from an industrial property right. 

   This national treatment rule guarantees not only that foreigners will 

be protected, but also that they will not be discriminated against in any way. Without 

this, it would frequently be very difficult and sometimes even impossible to obtain 

adequate protection in foreign countries for inventions, trademarks and other subjects 

of industrial property. 

   The national treatment rule applies first of all to the “nationals” of the 

member countries. The term “national” includes both natural persons and legal 

entities. With respect to legal entities, the status of being a national of a particular 

country may be difficult to determine. Generally, no nationality as such is granted to 

legal entities by the various national laws. State-owned enterprises of a member 

country or other entities created under the public law of such country are to be 

considered as nationals of the member country concerned. Legal entities created 

under the private law of a member country will usually be considered a national 

of that country. If they have their actual headquarters in another member country, 

they may also be considered a national of the headquarters country. According to 

Article 2(1), the national treatment rule applies to all advantages that the various 

national laws grant to nationals. 

  This means furthermore, that any requirement of reciprocity of 

protection is excluded. Supposing that a given member country has a longer term of 

patent protection than another member country: the former country will not have the 

right to provide that nationals of the latter country will enjoy a term of protection of 
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the same length as the term of protection is in the law of their own country. This 

principle applies not only to codified law but also to the practice of the courts 

(jurisprudence), and to the practice of the Patent Office or other administrative 

governmental institutions as it is applied to the nationals of the country. 

  The application of the national law to the national of another member 

country does not, however, prevent him from invoking more beneficial rights 

specially provided in the Paris Convention. These rights are expressly reserved. The 

national treatment principle must be applied without prejudice to such rights. 

  Article 2(3) states an exception to the national treatment rule. The 

national law relating to judicial and administrative procedure, to jurisdiction and to 

requirements of representation is expressly “reserved.” This means that certain 

requirements of a mere procedural nature which impose special conditions on 

foreigners for purposes of judicial and administrative procedure, may also validly be 

invoked against foreigners who are nationals of member countries. An example is a 

requirement for foreigners to deposit a certain sum as security or bail for the costs of 

litigation. Another example is expressly stated: the requirement that foreigners should 

either designate an address for service or appoint an agent in the country in which 

protection is requested. This latter is perhaps the most common special requirement 

imposed on foreigners. 

  Article 3 provides for the application of the national treatment rule 

also to nationals of non-member countries, if they are domiciled or have an industrial 

or commercial establishment in a member country. 

   The term “domiciled” is generally interpreted not only in the strict 

legal sense of the term. A mere residence, more or less permanent as distinct from a 

legal domicile, is sufficient. Legal entities are domiciled at the place of their actual 

headquarters. If there is no domicile, there may still be an industrial or commercial 

establishment which gives a person the right to national treatment. The notion of the 
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industrial or commercial establishment in a member country of a national of a non-

member country is further qualified by the text of the Convention itself. It requires 

that there must be actual industrial or commercial activity. A mere letter box or the 

renting of a small office with no real activity is not sufficient. 

 

( b ) THE   RIGHT  OF   PRIORITY  
   The right of priority means that, on the basis of a regular application 

for an industrial property right filed by a given applicant in one of the member 

countries, the same applicant (or its or his successor in title) may, within a specified 

period of time (six or 12 months), apply for protection in all the other member 

countries. These later applications will then be regarded as if they had been filed on 

the same day as the earliest application. Hence, these later applications enjoy a 

priority status with respect to all applications relating to the same invention filed after 

the date of the first application. They also enjoy a priority status with respect to all 

acts accomplished after that date which would normally be apt to destroy the rights of 

the applicant or the patentability of his invention. The provisions concerning the right 

of priority are contained in Article 4 of the Convention. 

  Advantages of Right of Priority: The right of priority offers great 

practical advantages to the applicant desiring protection in several countries. The 

applicant is not required to present all applications at home and in foreign countries 

at the same time, since he has six or 12 months at his disposal to decide in which 

countries to request protection. The applicant can use that period to organize the steps 

to be taken 

to secure protection in the various countries of interest in the particular case. 

  The beneficiary of the right of priority is any person entitled to 

benefit from the national treatment rule who has duly filed an application for a patent 

for invention or another industrial property right in one of the member countries. 
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  Article 4A(l) of the Paris Convention recognizes expressly that the 

right of priority may also be invoked by the successor in title of the first applicant. 

The right of priority may be transferred to a successor in title without transferring at 

the same time the first application itself. This allows in particular also the transfer of 

the right of priority to different persons for different countries, a practice which is 

quite common. 

  The later application must concern the same subject as the first 

application the priority of which is claimed. In other words, the same invention, 

utility model, trademark or industrial design must be the subject of both applications. 

It is, however, possible to use a first application for a patent for invention as priority 

basis for a registration of a utility model and vice versa. The same change of form of 

protection in both directions may also be possible, in accordance with national laws, 

between utility models and industrial designs. 

  Withdrawal, abandonment or rejection of the first application does not 

destroy its capacity to serve as a priority basis. The right of priority subsists even 

where the first application generating that right is no longer existent. 

   The effect of the right of priority is regulated in Article 4B. One 

can summarize this effect by saying that, as a consequence of the priority claim, the 

later application must be treated as if it had been filed already at the time of the 

filing, in another member country, of the first application the priority of which is 

claimed. By virtue of the right of priority, all the acts accomplished during the time 

between the filing dates of the first and the later applications, the so-called priority 

period, cannot destroy the rights which are the subject of the later application. 

   In terms of concrete examples, this means that a patent application for 

the same invention filed by a third party during the priority period will not give a 

prior right, although it was filed before the later application. Likewise, a publication 

or public use of the invention, which is the subject of the later application, during the 
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priority period would not destroy the novelty or inventive character of that invention. 

It is insignificant for that purpose whether that publication is made by the applicant 

or the inventor himself or by a third party. 

  The length of the priority period is different according to the various 

kinds of industrial property rights. For patents for invention and utility models the 

priority period is 12 months, for industrial designs and trademarks it is six months. In 

determining the length of the priority period, the Paris Convention had to take into 

account the conflicting interests of the applicant and of third parties. The priority 

periods now prescribed by the Paris Convention seem to strike an adequate balance 

between them. 

   The right of priority as recognized by the Convention permits the 

claiming of “multiple priorities” and of “partial priorities.” Therefore, the later 

application may not only claim the priority of one earlier application, but it may also 

combine the priority of several earlier applications, each of which pertaining to 

different features of the subject matter of the later application. Furthermore, in the 

later application, elements for which priority is claimed may be combined with 

elements for which no priority is claimed. In all these cases, the later application 

must of course comply with the requirement of unity of invention. 

                                                                                                            

( c  )  COMMON   RULES  
(a) Common rules concerning Patents 

  Among the Convention provisions that provide substantive rules 

protecting patents  and patentees are the following:  

  The Principle of Independence of Patents: Embodied in Article 4bis 

is the principle that a patent application in one country of the Union is examined and 

granted or denied independent of applications for patents for the same or related 

inventions filed in other countries within and without the Union. Also, according to 
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Article 4bis(5), patent terms are measured in accordance with the applicable national 

law without regard to (not shortened by) a priority claim.  

   Right of the Inventor to be Mentioned: Article 4ter provides that the 

“inventor has the right to be named as such in the patent.”  

 

   Patentability not Effected by Restrictions on the Product: Article 

4quarter provides that a patent shall not be refused or invalidated because the product 

patented or obtained by means of a patented process is subject to restrictions on its 

sale or importation under the domestic law.  

   Importation of Patented Products or Products Made from 

Patented Processes: Article 5A(1) provides that importation into a member country 

of products for which a patent has been granted in that country manufactured in 

another member country cannot  result in forfeiture of patent rights in the country of 

importation. Article 5quarter provides that with respect to products imported into a 

member country manufactured by a process patented in the country of importation, 

the patentee will have all the rights with respect to the imported product that would  

normally be accorded the patentee with respect to products manufactured in that 

country. This latter provision protects the patentee of a process from importation into  

the country of finished products manufactured by the patented process outside the  

country of importation, but only where the domestic patent laws of the country of  

importation extend the patent right to products manufactured by patented processes.  

   Failure to Work and Compulsory Licenses: Article 5A(2) through 

(4) allows countries to enact protectionist legislative measures granting compulsory 

licenses in order to prevent abuses that might result from the exclusive rights 

conferred by a patent for invention, namely the failure to work or to work sufficiently 

the patented invention within the member country, but the failure to work an 

invention cannot result in forfeiture of the patent except in cases where the grant of a 
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compulsory license would not have been sufficient to prevent the abuse, and then 

only pursuant to a proceeding instituted no sooner than two years following the grant 

of the first compulsory license. Compulsory licenses must be non-exclusive, and 

cannot be granted before the later of four years from the date of filing of the patent 

application or three years from the grant of the patent. Compulsory licenses may also 

be granted in special cases, without alleged abuse on the part of the patent owner, 

where the patent affects a vital public interest, for example, in the fields of defense or 

public health. Compare Article 27 of TRIPS prohibiting countries from adopting 

working requirements for patents.  

  Grace Period for Maintenance Fees: Article 5bis guarantees those 

holding patents in member states a grace period of at least six months to pay 

prescribed maintenance fees, and allows member states to provide for the restoration 

of patents that have lapsed by reason of non-payment of maintenance fees. 

Patents in International Traffic: According to Article 5ter, patented devices on board  

ships, aircraft or land vehicles of other member countries that enter temporarily or  

accidentally within the territory of another member country need not obtain the  

approval or license from the patent owner by virtue of the temporary or accidental  

intrusion.  

  Inventions Shown and Marks Exhibited at International 

Exhibitions: According to Article 11 of the Convention, member countries are 

obliged to grant temporary protection, in the form of a right of priority or other 

assurance against the destruction of novelty, to inventions, models, designs and 

marks in respect of goods exhibited at “official” or “officially recognized” 

international exhibitions held in the territory of a member country.  

 

(b) Common Rules Concerning Trademarks  

   Among the Convention provisions providing substantive rules 
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protecting marks and  their proprietors are the following:  

   Cancellation for Non-Use: Article 5C(1) allows countries to enact 

protectionist  legislation for the cancellation of marks registered but not used within 

the member country, but only after a reasonable period has elapsed, and then only if 

the owner fails to justify the non-use. What constitutes a reasonable period is left to 

domestic law. Compare Article 19(1) of the TRIPS Agreement, which permits 

cancellation of registrations only after an uninterrupted period of three years of non-

use.  

   Use in a Form Different from the Form Registered: Article 5C(2) 

protects the use of a mark in a form different from the form in which it has been 

registered, as long as the distinctive character of the mark is not thereby altered.  

   Concurrent Use: Article 5C(3) allows for the concurrent use of the 

same mark by two or more establishments that are co-proprietors, as long as such use 

does not mislead the public and is not otherwise contrary to public interest.  

   Grace Period for Renewal Fees: Article 5bis obliges the nations of 

the Union to grant  trademark registrants a grace period of at least six months for the 

payment of renewal  fees.  

   Independence of Trademarks: As in the case of patents, and flowing 

from the  principle of national treatment, Article 6 of the Convention provides that 

marks  registered in the various countries of the Union shall be regarded as 

independent of  one another, including of the country of origin; and that the 

registration of marks may  not be refused, nor invalidated, on the ground that the 

registration or renewal of the same or related mark has not been effected in the 

country of origin.  

   Protection of Trademarks Registered in the Country of Origin: 

Article 6quinqies sets  forth an important exception to the principle of the 

independence of marks embodied  in Article 6. According to Article 6quiquies, marks 
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duly registered (not simply  applied for) in the country of origin (being a member 

country in which the registrant  has a real and effective industrial or commercial 

establishment, is domiciled or is a national) must be accepted for filing and protected 

telle quelle (as is) in the other countries of the Union, subject to enumerated 

reservations that justify a refusal to register, to wit, that the mark would infringe 

acquired rights of third parties, is devoid of distinctive character, is contrary to 

morality or public order, or is of a nature to be liable to deceive the public, and also 

subject to provisions in Article 10bis concerning unfair competition. Once registered 

pursuant to this provision, the renewal of such marks is not dependent upon renewal 

of the registration in the country of origin.  

   Protection for Unregistered Well-Known Marks: Another notable 

provision concerning marks, found in Article 6bis, protects unregistered marks that 

qualify as “well-known” in a member nation. Union nations are obliged to refuse to 

register, or to cancel if already registered, and prohibit the use within their territory, 

of marks liable to create confusion with another trademark already well-known in 

that country for identical or similar goods. Because the well-known mark has already 

acquired goodwill in the subject country, allowing the registration or use of a 

confusingly similar mark constitutes an act of unfair competition and misleads the 

public. Whether a mark is well-known is determined by the applicable domestic law, 

although a trademark need not have been used in the country to be well-known there. 

  For example, the supreme court of South Africa ruled in a 1996 

decision that the mark McDonald’s® was entitled to protection as a “well-known 

trademark” under Article 6bis of the Paris Convention despite having never been 

used as such at that time within South Africa. Although the concept of “well-known” 

marks is similar to the provision found in U.S. trademark law protecting “famous 

marks” from dilution, the protection for unregistered well-known marks under the 

Paris Convention is limited to marks used on the same or similar goods, whereas the 
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U.S. anti-dilution law protects against the use of famous mark on unrelated goods 

and services. Marks that have been registered for a period of five years or more in 

Union member countries may not be cancelled under the provisions of Article 6bis 

notwithstanding that they may conflict with an unregistered well-known mark.   

 

  State Emblems, Official Hallmarks and Emblems of International 

Organizations: Article 6ter oblige member states to refuse to register, and to cancel 

and prohibit the  use within their territory, of marks that comprise enumerated 

distinctive signs, such as flags, emblems, hallmarks and the like, of the member 

countries and certain international organizations.  

   Assignment of Trademarks: Article 6quarter provides that in the 

case of member countries whose laws require for a valid assignment the concurrent 

transfer of the business or goodwill to which the mark belongs, it is sufficient that the 

business or goodwill located within the member country be transferred, but the 

member country is not obliged to recognize an assignment of a nature as to mislead 

the public.  

   Service Marks: Article 6sexies was introduced into the Convention in 

1958 to deal with service marks, allowing but not requiring member countries to 

undertake to protect service marks. Compare Article 15 of the Trademark Law Treaty 

of 1994 (“TLT”) that requires contracting parties register service marks and apply to 

such marks the protective provisions of the Paris Convention concerning trademarks.  

Registration of Marks in the Name of the Agent: Article 6septies protects against an 

agent’s unauthorized registration of a mark in its own name rather than in the name 

of the mark’s proprietor, by conferring upon the proprietor the right to oppose the 

registration or demand its cancellation or assignment in the proprietor’s favor.  

   Nature of Goods not an Obstacle to Registration: Article 7 of the 

Convention provides that “the nature of the goods to which a trademark is to be 
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applied shall in no case form an obstacle to the registration of the mark.” Registration 

of marks should occur independent of whether the goods in relation to which the 

mark will be used may be imported or sold within the member nation.  

   Collective Marks: Article 7bis obliges member nations to accept for 

filing and protect collective marks belonging to “associations” as long as the 

existence of the association is not contrary to the laws of the country of origin, and 

even if the association is not constituted or recognized in the member country in 

which protection for the collective mark is sought.  

   Industrial Designs: Article 5quinquies provides only that “industrial 

designs shall be protected in all countries of the Union.” Because the Convention 

fails to set out what form such protection might take, member countries may choose 

to satisfy this obligation through industrial design specific legislation, copyright laws, 

or laws protecting against unfair competition.  

   Trade Names: Article 8 obligates members of the Union to protect 

trade names without the obligation of filing or registration, irrespective of whether 

the trade name forms a part of a trademark. No further details are offered. While 

member countries cannot condition trade name protection on filing or registration, 

they may satisfy their  undertaking to protect trade names either through trade name 

specific legislation, or  more generally, through unfair competition laws.  

   Appellations of Origin and Indications of Source: The protection of 

geographical  indications, including appellations of origin and indications of source, 

are among the  objects enumerated in the Paris Convention, Article 1(2). Article 10 

protects against  any direct or indirect use of a false indication of source or identity of 

the producer,  manufacturer or merchant, and Article 10bis, discussed below, protects 

also against  any act of unfair competition through the use of an indication. 

Remedies, if available under domestic law, include those referenced in Article 9 

concerning the seizing of goods bearing false indications and the prohibition on the 
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importation of such goods. Article 10(2) empowers interested natural persons and 

legal entities to prosecute actions within the affected nation, while Article 10ter 

requires member countries to allow interested federations and trade associations to 

take actions with a view to the repression of such acts.  

  

 

 (c) Common Rules Concerning Unfair Competition  

  Many of the common rules concerning trademarks and other 

indications of origin, discussed above, are relevant also to the Convention’s stated 

objective of repressing unfair competition. The Convention provisions specific to 

unfair competition generically are discussed below Unfair Competition: Article 10ter 

of the Convention obligates members of the Union  “to undertake to assure to 

nationals of the other countries of the Union appropriate  legal remedies effectively to 

repress all the acts [of unfair competition] referred to in  Articles 9, 10, and 10bis.” 

The provision fails to explain what might constitute  “appropriate legal measures” 

and leaves the details and standard for these measures to  each country to decide. 

Article 9 refers to goods unlawfully bearing a trademark or  trade name. Article 10 

refers to goods, discussed above, bearing a false appellation of  origin or indication of 

source. Article 10bis of the Convention offers a more generic  concept of unfair 

competition. It is the Article 10bis generic concept of unfair  competition that, 

modernly, has generated the most interest and debate of all the  provisions of the 

Paris Convention.  

 

  Unfair Competition under Article 10bis: Article 10bis, like Article 

10ter, obligates “countries of the Union to assure nationals of such countries effective 

protection against unfair competition.” Article 10bis offers in the manner of a 

minimum standard  the definition that unfair competition constitutes “any act of 
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competition contrary to  the honest practices in industrial or commercial matters.” 

The article goes on to give  the following three examples of acts that constitute unfair 

competition: (1) “all acts  that create confusion by any means whatever with the 

establishment, the goods, or the industrial or commercial activities, of a competitor,” 

reflecting traditional concepts  trademark infringement and passing off; (2) “false 

allegations in the course of trade of such a nature as to discredit the establishment, 

the goods, or the industrial or  commercial activities, of a competitor,” as for 

example, trade liable and false  advertising; and (3) “indications or allegations the use 

of which in the course of trade  is liable to mislead the public as to the nature, the 

manufacturing process, the  characteristics, the suitability for their purpose, or the 

quality, of the goods,” a  provision directed at protecting consumer interests rather 

than competitor interests. These three examples are not limitative, but rather 

illustrative.  

 

(VIII) GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE  

PROVISIONS 5  
   Article 12 of the Convention obligates member states to establish a 

central industrial  property service, either itself or through a regional organization, 

responsible for  communicating with the public on matters of patents, trademarks and 

the like, which  service must also publish an official periodical journal.  

   Article 19 of the Convention specifically permits member countries to 

conclude separate agreements among themselves for the protection of industrial 

property as long as these separate agreements do not include provisions that 

contravene those of the Paris Convention.  

  Article 28 provides that disputes not otherwise settled may be brought 

                                                 
5  www.Lex-IP.com 
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before the International Court of Justice, but parties adhering to the Convention may, 

at the time of accession, opt out of this provision.  

   Other administrative provisions provide for the governmental organs 

of the Union, comprising an Assembly composed of representatives from each 

member nation that meets every two years and formulates long term policy and 

direction; an Executive Committee composed of one fourth of the membership of the 

Union, that meets once yearly; and the International Bureau, headed by the Director 

General of WIPO, that handles the day to day administrative tasks of the Union. 

 

 (IX)  FINANCIAL  PROVISIONS 6 
 

  The financial provisions are contained in Article 16. The Union has its 

own budget which is mainly financed by mandatory contributions from member 

countries. The contributions are calculated in applying a class and unit system to the 

total sum of contributions needed for a given budgetary year. The highest class I 

corresponds to a share of 25 units, the lowest class VII to a share of one unit. Each 

member country determines freely the class to which it wishes to belong, but it may 

also change class afterwards. 

 

( X ) AMENDMENTS  AND  REVISION  
  Article 18 contains the principle of periodical revision of the Paris 

Convention. The Convention must be submitted to revision with a view to the 

introduction of amendments designed to improve the system of the Union. These 

revisions are dealt with by diplomatic conferences of revision in which delegations 
                                                 
6 http://www.wipo.int/export/sites/www/about-ip/en/iprm/pdf/ch5.pdf#paris -  Chapter 5: International 
Treaties and Conventions on Intellectual  Property. 
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appointed by the governments of the member countries participate. According to 

Article 18(2), such conferences must be held successively in one of the member 

countries. 

  The preparations for the conferences of revision of the Paris 

Convention are carried out by the International Bureau of WIPO in accordance with 

the directions of the Assembly and in cooperation with the Executive Committee. In 

doing so, the International Bureau of WIPO may also consult with other 

intergovernmental and with international non-governmental organizations. 

 

(XI) SPECIAL   AGREEMENTS 
  An important provision among the administrative clauses of the Paris 

Convention is Article 19, dealing with special agreements. 

   According to that provision, the member countries have the right to 

make separately among themselves special agreements for the protection of industrial 

property. These agreements must, however , comply with the condition that they do 

not contravene the provisions of the Paris Convention. 

   Such special agreements may take the form of bilateral agreements or 

multilateral treaties. Special agreements in the form of multilateral treaties may be 

agreements prepared and administered by the International Bureau of WIPO, or 

agreements prepared and administered by other intergovernmental organizations. 

 

( XII ) BECOMING  PARTY   TO   THE   CONVENTION 
  Accession to the Paris Convention is effected by the deposit of an 

instrument of accession with the Director General of WIPO, as provided in Article 

21. The Convention enters into force, with respect to a country so adhering, three 

months after the accession has been notified by the Director General of WIPO to all 
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Governments of the member countries. Accession therefore needs only unilateral 

action by the interested country and does not require any decision by the competent 

bodies of the Union. 

   Accession to the Convention automatically entails acceptance of all 

the clauses in the Convention, as well as admission to all the advantages thereof, as is 

indicated in Article 22. 

   Provisions concerning denunciation are contained in Article 26 of the 

Convention. Any member country may denounce the Convention by addressing a 

notification to the Director General of WIPO. In that case, the denunciation takes 

effect one year after the day on which the Director General receives the notification 

to that effect. It is provided, however, that the right of denunciation may not be 

exercised by any country before the expiration of five years from the date on which it 

became a member of the Union. 

 

(XIII) DISPUTES 
   The matter of disputes is dealt with in Article 28 of the Convention. 

Any dispute between two or more countries of the Union concerning the 

interpretation or application of the Convention, which has not been settled by 

negotiation, may be brought, by any of the countries concerned, before the 

International Court of Justice. However, the countries concerned may agree on any 

other method for settling their dispute, for example, by international arbitration. In 

any case, it should be noted that the International Bureau of WIPO may not take a 

position in controversies concerning the interpretation or application of the Paris 

Convention among member countries. 

  Any country acceding to the Convention may declare upon accession 

that it does not consider itself bound by the preceding provisions, concerning the 

solving of disputes before the International Court of Justice. 
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 ( XIV ) RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE PARIS 

CONVENTION AND THE TRIPS AGREEMENT7: 
TRIPS Agreement is an offshoot of a series of negotiations going on around the 

world since the inception of the Paris Convention in the year 1883. It has been made 

mandatory for the member countries of the TRIPS Agreement to comply with the 

Article 1 to 12 and Article 19 of the Paris Convention. 

 

( XV ) IMPLEMENTATION OF CHANGES TO THE 

PARIS CONVENTION ON NUCLEAR THIRD PARTY 

LIABILITY:8 
  The Government carried out a consultation on the implementation of 

the changes to the Paris Convention on nuclear third party liability between 24 

January and 28 April 2011. 

  The UK is a signatory to the Paris Convention9. The Convention 

establishes an international (largely western European) framework for compensating 

victims of a nuclear incident. 

  They upgrade the existing regime and are intended to ensure that, in 

the event of a nuclear accident, an increased amount of compensation will be 

available to a larger number of victims in respect of a broader range of damage. 

 

                                                 
7 Trade related aspects of IPR: a concise guide to the TRIPS agreement by Michael Blackeney 
8    www.gov.uk 
9 The Convention on Third Party Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy of 29 July 1960 as 

amended by the additional Protocol of 28 January 1964 and the Protocol of 16 November 1982. 
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  The Paris Convention is based on the following key principles:  

• The operator of a nuclear installation is exclusively liable for personal injury 

or property damage resulting from nuclear incidents. All claims for injury or 

damage are “channeled” to the operator and, with limited exception, no other 

party can be liable. This means victims have an easily identifiable person to 

bring a claim against in the event of a nuclear incident;  

• The operator is strictly liable for the injury and damage. There is no need for 

a victim to establish fault on the part of the operator;  

• The operator’s liability is capped in amount per incident;  

• The right to compensation expires if legal action is not brought within ten 

years of the nuclear incident;  

• The operator is under an obligation to maintain insurance or other financial 

security up to the limit of its liability;  

• Where there is a nuclear incident in a nuclear installation in one Paris 

Convention country, claims for compensation can be brought against the 

operator in respect of injury or damage incurred in another Convention 

country; and  

•  In general, the courts of the State where the nuclear incident has occurred 

deal with compensation claims (irrespective of where the damage has been 

incurred).  
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Changes  to  the  Convention 10: 

Amendments to  the Conventions were agreed in 2004. The most significant  

Convention changes are:  

•  the introduction of four new categories of damage in respect of which 

compensation must be made available, in addition to property damage and 

personal injury. These are discussed in more detail in Sections 3-7;  

• an increase in the cap on operators’ financial liability to a minimum of  

€700m for standard nuclear sites;   

• an increase in the period in which claims for personal injury can be brought 

against operators from 10 to 30 years;  

• an extension of the geographical scope of the Paris Convention to cover 

claims for damage incurred in (a) countries which are party to the Vienna 

Convention and the 1988 Joint Protocol12 an increase in additional funds to 

be made available under the Brussels Supplementary Convention, (b) 

countries with no nuclear installations and (c) countries with equivalent and 

reciprocal liability arrangements which are based on principles identical to 

those in the Paris Convention. 

The revisions of Paris Conventions have contributed substantially to the 

development of the international Intellectual Property system and is considered as a 

first step toward resolving controversies between developed and developing 

countries.11 

 

                                                 
10 OECD website 
11 Rami N. Olwan, IP & development ; theory & practice 
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( XVI ) CRITICISMS 

  Some critics of intellectual property, such as those in the free culture 

movement, characterize it as intellectual protectionism, intellectual monopoly or 

government-granted monopoly, and argue the public interest is harmed by 

protectionist legislation such as copyright extension, software patents and business 

method patents. A critique against the idea of intellectual property has been 

formulated by Eben Moglen in his dot Communist Manifesto: Society confronts the 

simple fact that when everyone can possess every intellectual work of beauty and 

utility—reaping all the human value of every increase of knowledge—at the same 

cost that any one person can possess them, it is no longer moral to exclude. If Rome 

possessed the power to feed everyone amply at no greater cost than that of Caesar's 

own table, the people would sweep Caesar violently away if anyone were left to 

starve. But the bourgeois system of ownership demands that knowledge and culture 

be rationed by the ability to pay. 

—Eben Moglen 12 dot Communist Manifesto 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
12   Professor of Law, Columbia University Law School 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_culture_movement
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_culture_movement
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intellectual_protectionism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Government-granted_monopoly
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Copyright_extension
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_patents
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_method_patents
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_method_patents
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(XVII) CONCLUSION: 

  The Paris Convention, concluded in 1883, was revised at Brussels in 

1900, at Washington in 1911, at The Hague in 1925, at London in 1934, at Lisbon in 

1958 and at Stockholm in 1967, and it was amended in 1979.  

    The Convention is open to all States. Instruments of 

ratification or accession must be deposited with the Director General of WIPO. 

  The majority of Paris Union countries are now party to the Stockholm 

Act of 1967.  

  It is the Stockholm Act which is incorporated by reference into the 

World Trade Organization Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual 

Property Rights13. 

  The  Paris  Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property  is 

arguably most important of the various multilateral treaties protecting intellectual 

property. It addresses  patents, marks, unfair competition , industrial designs, utility 

models, geographical indications, trade names , but not copyright. It secures for 

nationals, those domiciled, and those having a real and effective or commercial 

establishment within a country party to the convention , the procedural advantages of 

national treatment and priority rights in respect of patents and trademarks. The  

convention neither defines the rights it purports to protect nor guarantees any 

minimum level of protection for these rights. While the enumerated protections 

primarily serve industrial interests, the Convention allows party states to retain some 

protectionist legislation, in the form of limited working requirements and 

                                                 
13 Dr. Michael Blakeney, Director, Queen Mary Intellectual Property Research Institute, Center for  
 Commercial Law Studies, University of London, London , the international protection of industrial  
property: from the paris convention to the agreement on  trade-related aspects of intellectual property 
rights (the trips agreement) 
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compulsory licenses. 
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